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KAR1N DLASKA* - NURETTIN ERGUN** —- MAXIMILIAN GANSTER* 
(Communicated by Julius Korbas ) 
ABSTRACT. In this paper we introduce the class of countably S-closed spaces 
which lies between the familiar classes of S-closed spaces and feebly compact 
spaces. We characterize countably S-closed spaces and study their basic prop-
erties. In addition, we investigate the relationship between countably S-closed 
spaces and feebly compact spaces. Several examples illustrate our results. 
1, Introduct ion and preliminaries 
In 1976, T h o in p s o n [8| introduced the class of 5-closed spaces. A space 
X is called ^-closed if every semi-open cover has a finite subfamily the closures 
of whose members cover X , or equivalently, if every regular closed cover of 
X has a finite subcover. H e r r m a n n [3] proved that a Hausdorff space is 
^-closed if and only if it is quasi-F/-CiOsed and extremally disconnected. Recall 
that a space X is said to be quasi-H-closed if every open cover of X has a 
finite subfamily the closures of whose members cover X . If we replace in the 
definition of quasi-//-closed.ness "every open cover" by "every countable open 
cover1' we obtain the important class of feebly compact spaces (also known as 
lightly compact spaces). 
In this paper, we introduce and study a new class of spaces, namely countably 
S-closed spaces, i.e. spaces in which every countable regular closed cover has a 
finite subcover. In Section 2, we provide several characterizations of countably 
.V-closed spaces and investigate their basic properties. It is pointed out that this 
class of spaces lies strictly between the class of ^-closed spaces and the class of 
feebly compact spaces. In Section 3, we further explore the relationship between 
countably 5-closed spaces and feebly compact spaces. In particular, the concept 
of Arm-perfect spaces is introduced. Finally, in Section 4, we present several 
examples to illustrate the results obtained in Section 2 and Section 3. 
AIMS S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 54D20, 54D30, 54G05. 
K e y w o r d s : Countably S-closed, S-closed, Feebly compact, Extremally disconnected, 
km-perfect. 
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For a subset A of a topological space (X, r ) we denote the closure of A and 
the interior of A by cl A and int A, respectively. The subspace topology on A 
is denoted by T\A . A subset G of (X, r ) is called regular open if G = int(clG). 
F C X is said to be regular closed if X — F is regular open, or equivalently, if 
F = cl(int F). The families of regular open subsets and regular closed subsets 
of (X, r ) are denoted by RO(X,T) and RC(X,T), respectively. RO(X,T) is 
a base for a coarser topology TS on X , called the semi-regularization topology 
on X . (X, r ) is said to be extremally disconnected, abbreviated e.d., if every 
regular open set is closed, or equivalently, if i?0(X, r ) = RC(X, r ) . It is known 
that every dense subspace of an e.d. space is e.d. In order to facilitate the reading 
of this paper, we now summarize some well known results. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let (X, r ) be a space. Then 
i) RC(X,T) = RC(X,TS); -
ii) (X, r ) is e.d. if and only if (X, TS) is e.d.; 
hi) if A C. X is locally dense, i.e. if A C int(clA), then 
RC(A,T\A) = {FHA: FeRC(X,T)}. 
A subset S of (X, r ) is called semi-open [5] (regular semi-open [1], respec-
tively) if there is an open set U (a regular open set U, respectively) such that 
U C S C cl U. A space (X, r ) is called quasi-H-closed (feebly compact, 5-closed 
18], respectively) if every open cover (every countable open cover, every semi-
open cover, respectively) of (X, r ) has a finite subfamily the closures of whose 
members cover X . Following H o d e l [4], a cellular family in a space (X, r ) is 
a collection of nonempty, pairwise disjoint open sets. We will denote the set of 
natural numbers by UJ , and /3LU is the Stone-Cech compactification of UJ . Finally, 
a sequence {An : n G uo} of subsets of a set X is called decreasing (increasing, 
respectively) if A n + i C An (An C ^4 n + i , respectively) for each n G w . Strictly 
decreasing sequences and strictly increasing sequences of subsets are defined in 
the obvious ways. 
No separation axioms are assumed unless explicitly stated. 
2. Cha rac t e r i z a t i ons a n d basic p r o p e r t i e s 
We begin by defining the class of spaces we will study in this paper. 
DEFINITION. A topological space (X, r ) is countably S-closed if every count-
able cover of regular closed sets has a finite subcover. 
The following fundamental observation is easily verified. 
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PROPOSITION 2 .1 . Every S-closed space is countably S-closed, and every 
countably S-closed space is feebly compact. 
Note that the converses of these implications are false, however. Example 4 .1 . 
provides a space which is countably /S-closed but not S'-closed, and in Ex-
ample 4.3, we present several feebly compact spaces which are not countably 
.S'-closed. 
In our next result we present a huge variety of characterizations of countably 
^-closed spaces. 
THEOREM 2.2. For a space (X, r ) the following are equivalent: 
1) (X, r ) is countably S-closed. 
2) Every countable cover by semi-open sets has a finite subfamily the clo-
sures of whose members cover X . 
3) Every countable cover by regular semi-open sets has a finite subfamily 
the closures of whose members cover X. 
4) There is no strictly increasing sequence of regular closed sets whose 
union is X. 
5) If {Fn : n G UJ} is a decreasing sequence of nonempty regular closed 
sets, then 
P | { i n t F n : neuj}^®. 
6) If {Gn : n G UJ} is a decreasing sequence of nonempty regular open 
sets, then 
f]{Gn: neu,}^®. 
7) If {Gn : n G UJ} is a sequence of regular open sets satisfying the finite 
intersection property, then 
f){Gn: n e u > } ^ 0 . 
8) If {Gn : n G UJ} is a filter basis consisting of regular open sets, then 
f]{Gn:neuj}^0. 
P r o o f . 
1) <=> 2) <̂ => 3): This is obvious since the closure of every semi-open set 
is regular closed. Furthermore, every regular closed set is regular semi-open and 
thus semi-open. 
1) ===> 4): This is trivial. 
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4) ---=-->• 1) : Suppose t h a t (X, T) is not countably 5-closed. Then thei 
exists a, countable regular closed cover \Fn : n G UJ} of X such tha t for a 
k G UJ , (J{Pi,, : 1 < n < k} -/- X. By induct ion we can construct a fami! 
{An : n G a;} as follows: for n — 1 set A\ — Fi. For n > 2 there must be 
least m G UJ such t h a t A n _ i is str ictly contained in F\ U • - •
! ) F ; / , -/ X. Defin 
_4n by _4n = F] U • • - U F m . Since {An : n £ UJ} is a str ictly increasing sequence 
of regular closed sets whose union is X , we have a contradic t ion to 4) 
1) = > 5 ) : Let { F n : n (E UJ\ be a decreasing sequence of nonemptv regular 
closed sets. Suppose t ha t p |{int F n : n £ UJ} ••= 0 . Then |c l (A' - Fn) : ll G ^ } 
is a regular closed cover of X. By assumpt ion , there exists in G uj such thai 
X - U { c l ( * - F,) : i = l , . . . , m } - c l (X - Fm). Hence int F r» - 0, which 
gives a contradict ion. 
5) =_> 6 ) : Set Fn = cl Gn for all n G a; and apply 5 ) , 
6) =^> 7 ) : Let {Gn : n G UJ} be a sequence of regular open sets satisfying 
the finite intersection property. Set Un — G\ H — H Gn for all n G u;. Then 
{Un : n G UJ} is a decreasing sequence of nonempty regular open sets and 
(]{Gn : n e LJ) = (\{Un : n G w} ± 0 . 
7) = > 8 ) : This is trivial since every filter base satisfies the finite intersection 
property. 
8) = > 1) : Suppose t h a t (X,T) is not countably 5-closed. T h e n there is a 
countable regular closed cover {Fn : n G u;} of X wi thout a finite subcover 
For n G UJ define Gn by Gn — X ~ (Fi U • • • U Fn). T h e n Gn is nonempty and 
regular open for all n G UJ . Fur thermore , it is easily proved that {Gn : n G ^) 
is a filter base with empty intersection, a contradict ion to 8 ) . U 
As an immedia te consequence of Lemma 1.1 we note the following result. 
L E M M A 2 . 3 . Let (_Y, T) be a space and suppose that X — A\ U • • • U An u E . 
where each A{ is a locally dense, countably S-closed sub space and E C A" is 
finite. Then (X, T) is countably S-closed. 
L E M M A 2 . 4 . Let (X,T) be a space. Suppose there exists x0 G X having an 
open neighbourhood base {Un : n G UJ} with the following properties: 
i) each cl Un+i is strictly contained in Un , 
h) U!=X, 
iii) {x0} = f]{Un : n G UJ} = f |{cl Un : n G UJ} . 
Then (X, T) is not countably S-closed. 
P r o o f . Let {ujk : k G UJ} be a par t i t ion of UJ , where each uJk is infinite. 
For every k G UJ let Gk = \J{Un — c l F n + 1 : n G ujk}. T h e n {Gk : k G ^} 
is a cellular family. One checks easily t h a t x0 G cl Gk and |J{cl Un — c l F / ? ^ j : 
n G u;k} £ clGfc for each k G CJ . We now show t h a t {clG/,; : k G ^ } covers 
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X . If x ^ XQ , t hen there exists m G UJ such t h a t x G cl Um — c l U m + i . There 
is some k G UJ such t h a t m G uJk and so x G c l G ^ . Since {Gk : fc G w} is a 
cellular family, {cl Gk k G CJ} is a countable regular closed cover of X wi thout 
a finite subcover. T h u s (X, r ) is not countably 5-closed. D 
C O R O L L A R Y 2 . 5 . 
1) An infinite regular space which is first countable at some non-isolated point 
is not countably S-closed. 
2) Suppose that (X , r ) is an infinite, regular feebly compact space and there 
exists XQ G X such that {XQ} is a G^-set but not open. Then (X, r ) is not 
countably S-closed. 
P r o o f . 1) is an immedia te consequence of L e m m a 2.4. To prove 2) observe 
t ha t by [6; Proposi t ion 2.2], (X , T) is first countable a t XQ . Now apply 1 ) . • 
We now focus on the fundamenta l proper t ies of countably 5-closed spaces. 
To begin with, recall t h a t a topological p roper ty R is said t o be semi-regular 
provided t h a t a space (X, r ) has p roper ty R if a n d only if (X, TS) has proper ty 
R. T h e proper ty R is called contagious if a space (X, r ) has p roper ty R when-
ever a dense subspace of (X , r ) has p roper ty R. Ou r first result is an immedia te 
consequence of L e m m a 1.1. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 6 . Let R be the property "countably S-closed". Then R is 
both semi-regular and contagious. 
Recall t h a t a function / : (X, r ) —• (Y,o~) is called irresolute if f~x(S) is 
semi-open in (X, r ) whenever S is semi-open in (Y, cr). It is known t h a t a 
function which is cont inuous, open and onto, is irresolute. T h o m p s o n [9] 
has shown t h a t if (X, r ) is 5-closed and / : (X, r ) —> (Y, cr) is irresolute and 
onto, then (Y, cr) is S'-closed. T h e same idea works to prove our next result . 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 7 . 
i) Let (N, T) be countably S-closed and let f: (X,T) —> (Y^a) be irresolute 
and onto. Then (Y, cr) is countably S-closed. 
ii) Let (X,T) be countably S-closed and let f: (X , r ) —> (Y^a) be continuous, 
open and onto. Then (Y, cr) is countably S-closed. 
iii) If a product of topological spaces is countably S-closed, then each factor 
space is countably S-closed. 
H v m a r k 2.8 . T h e converse of Propos i t ion 2.7. iii) is false, ftuj is *S'-closed 
hence countably .S-closed, bu t 0UJ x (3'JJ is not countably 5-closed as shown in 
Lxnmple 4.4. 
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PROPOSITION 2.9. Let (X,T) be countably S-closed. 
i) If G £ RO(X,T) , then (G, T\Q) is countably S-closed. 
ii) If F £ RC(X,T) , then (F,T\^ is countably S-closed. 
hi) If (-4,r|^i) is a countably S-closed subspace of (X,T) (here (X, r ) 
need not be countably S-closed),- and if A C T C cl A, then (T, r | j ) 
is countably S-closed. 
iv) Let (X, T) be regular. If p £ X is a non-isolated point, then X — {p} 
is a countably S-closed subspace. 
P r o o f . 
i) Let {An : n £ UJ} C RC(G, T\Q) be a cover of G. By Lemma 1.1, for each 
n £ UJ An = GnFn for some Fn £ RC(X, r ) . Since {Fn : n £ UJ} U {X - G} is 
a regular closed cover of (X, r ) , there exists m £ UJ such that X = (X — G) U 
Fi U • • • UFm . Consequently, G = A\ U • • • U Am and thus (G, T\Q) is countably 
S-closed. 
ii) Let F £ RC(X,T). Then intF £ RO(X,T) and int F is dense in 
(F, T\JP) . By i) and Proposition 2.6, (F, T\J?) is countably S'-closed. 
hi) Since A is dense in (T, T\J^) , by Proposition 2.6, (T, T | ^ ) is countably 
S'-closed. 
iv) Let D = X — {p}. If D is finite, clearly (D,T\JJ) is countably S-closed. 
Suppose that D is infinite. Let {An : n £ UJ} C RC(D, T\ JJ) be a cover of D. 
By Lemma 1.1, for each n £ a; Ain = D H Fn for some Fn £ RC(X, r ) . If X ^ 
IJ{Fn : n £ CO}, then {p} is a G^-set in (X, r ) and by Corollary 2.5, (N, r ) and 
(D,T\JJ) are finite spaces, which is a contradiction. Thus X = [j{Fn : n £ cO}, 
and there exists m £ CO such that K = Fi U • • • U Fm and D = A\ U • • • U Am , 
i.e. (£),T|r";) is countably S-closed. • 
R e m a r k 2.10 . The property "countctbly S-closed" is in general not hered-
itary with respect to open, dense or closed subspaces. /3cO is S-closed hence 
countably S-closed. UJ C f3u is open and dense in (3UJ but clearly not countably 
S-closed. Moreover, we show in Example 4.5, that QUJ — UJ fails to be countably 
S-closed. 
3. Countably S-closed spaces versus feebly compact spaces 
In this section, we focus on the relationship between countably S-closed 
spaces and feebly compact spaces. We already pointed out in Proposition 2.1 
that every countably S'-closed space is feebly compact whereas the converse does 
not hold in general (see Example 4.3). Therefore it is quite natural to search for 
a condition (P) such that a space is countably S-closed if and only if it is fee-
bly compact and satisfies (P) . For the class of S-closed spaces there exists the 
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following in teres t ing resul t [3]: A Hausdorff space is S-closed if and only if it is 
quasi-H-closed and e.d. Unfor tuna tely, there is no analogous resul t for the class 
of coun t ably S-closed spaces. I t is obvious that every feebly compac t e.d. space 
is count ably S-closed bu t in Example 4.2, we show t h a t there exist countably 
5-closed, compact Hausdorff spaces which are not e.d. However, we are able to 
characterize the class of spaces which are countably 5-closed and e.d. 
D E F I N I T I O N . A space (X, T ) is called km-perfect if for each U G RO(X,T) 
and each x (£ U the re is a sequence {Gn : n G cO} of open sets such t h a t 
\J{G„ : n G cO} C U C J{c\Gn : n G CO} and x £ J{c\Gn : n G CO}. 
Our next result shows t h a t there is a variety of spaces which are kra-perfect. 
Recall that a space (X,T) is said to be perfect (RC -perfect [6], respec t ively) if 
every open set is a coun table union of closed sets (regular closed sets, respec-
tively). 
T H E O R E M 3 . 1 . If a space ( A , T ) is either 
i) e.d., or 
ii) hereditarily Lindelof and Hausdorff, or 
iii) second countable and Hausdorff, or 
iv) RC -perfect, or 
v) regular and perfect, 
then, it is km-perfect. 
P r o o f. Let U G RO(X, T) and x £ U. 
i) Suppose that (A", T ) is e.d. T h e n U is closed and we are done by se t t ing 
Gn = U for each n G cO. 
ii) If (A, T ) is heredi tari ly Lindelof and Hausdorff, for each y G U there is 
an open set Vy such that y G Vy C U and x £ cl Vy. T h e n {Vy : y G U} is 
an open cover of U which possesses a coun table subcover {Vyn : n G cO}. T h e n 
U — Ui^D? : n ^ u} a n <^ x £ dVyn f ° r each n G CJ, proving that (A, T ) is 
kni-perfect. 
iii) This follows from ii) since every second countable space is hereditari ly 
Lindelof. 
iv) If ( A , T ) is AC-per fec t , t hen U = J{Fn G RC(X,T) : n G uu}. T h u s 
(J{hit Fn : n G cO} C U — J{Fn : n G cO} and x £ Fn for each n G cO. 
v) Suppose t h a t (A, T ) is regular and perfect. T h e n U — J{An : n G cO}, 
where each An is closed. For each n G cO, x £ An and by regulari ty there 
exists an open set Gn wi th An C Gn C U and x £ c\Gn. Hence (A, T ) is 
km- perfect. D 
The impor tance of the class of kra-perfect spaces is i l lustra ted by 
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T H E O R E M 3 . 2 . Let (X, T) be countably S-closed and km-perfect. Then (X . T) 
is e.d. 
P r o o f . Let U G RO(X, T) and x £ U. Let {Gn : n G UJ} be a sequence 
of open sets wi th I J { G n : n E w } C ( / C L K
0 ^ ™ : ^ G c<;} and x ^ U ( c ' ^ " : 
n G u ;} . By L e m m a 1.1, { U n d G n : n G cO} C J£G(U, T|Ir) is a cover of U. By 
Proposi t ion 2.9, (U, T r / ) is countably 5-closed so there exists m Go; such that 
U C cl d U • • • U cl Gm • Since x G X" - (cl Gx U • • • U cl Gm), we have x g cl U . 
T h u s U is closed, i.e. (X, r ) is e.d. 
COROLLARY 3 . 3 . 
i) ,4 km-perfect space is countably S-closed if and only if it is feebly compact 
and e.d. 
ii) A countably S-closed space is e.d. if and only if it is km-perfect. 
In order to characterize countably S'-closed spaces in t e rms of feebly compact 
spaces satisfying an addi t ional condit ion, we need 
LEMMA 3 . 4 . FOT a space (X, T) the following are equivalent: 
1) (X, T) is feebly compact. 
2) Every locally finite cellular family is finite. 
3) If {Un : n G uo} is a decreasing sequence of nonempty open sets 
(regular open sets, respectively), then P|{clUn : n G JO} ^ 0 . 
4) If {Fn : n G uo} is a decreasing sequence of nonempty regular do sal 
sets, then f]{Fn : n G UJ} ^ 0 . 
P r o o f . 
1) 4=^> 2) <̂ =4> 3) can be found in [7; p. 50], and 3) <=> 4) is obvious. 
Using Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.4, the next result is immedia te . 
T H E O R E M 3 . 5 . A space (X, T) is countably S-closed if and only if it i.s feebly 
compact, and, whenever {Fn : n G o ; } is a decreasing sequence of nonempty 
regular closed sets with nonempty intersection, then p j j int Fn : n G ^'} r- 0-
T H E O R E M 3 .6 . For a space (X.T) the following are equivalent: 
1) (X.T) is countably S-closed. 
2) Every cellular family {U\ : A G A} satisfying c\(\J{U\ : A G A}) 
U{clUA : A G A} is finite. 
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P r o o f. 
1) => 2 ) : Let {G\ : A G A} be a cellular family wi th c l ( l J { r 7 A : 
A e A M -= \J{c\G\ : A G A} . Suppose t h a t A is infinite. Pick a countably 
infinite subset Ax C A and let A2 == A - A i . Set U\ = G\ for each A G Aj , 
lr* = UK* A '• x ^ A 2 } and V = i n t ( c \ ( { J { G \ : A G A})). Because of 
c l ( U K ; A • A G A}) - U { C 1 ^ A : A G A} we have V C \J{c\U\ : A G A , } 
U cl U* . Since V is a regular open subset , it follows from Proposi t ion 2.9. 
that (V r\y) is countably 5-closed. By L e m m a 1.1, (cl t/A n V : A G A]} U 
{clF* U r } C RC(V, r\y) , hence there is a finite subset { A i , . . . , A m } C A t 
such tha t V C cl UAr U • • • U cl U\in U el P * . If A G AL - { A i ; . . . , A m } , then 
G\ Q V and G\ n ( P \ i U • • • U U\7n U £/*) is empty, t hus G \ is empty, which is 
a contradic t ion . Hence A has to be finite. 
2) =-> 1): If ( A , T ) is not countably 5-closed, t hen by 4 ) , there is a 
strictly increasing sequence {Fn : n G UJ} of regular closed sets whose union 
is X . Define U\ — int Fi and Un — int Fn — Fn_i for each n > 2 . It is easily 
checked that {Un : n G u;} is an infinite cellular family satisfying elf {J{U„ : 
// G JL:}) ••-- Ui C i ^ / T " : n ^ "-'}> which gives a contradic t ion. Hence (X, r) is 
countably S-closed. D 
Note t h a i condit ion 2) of the above theorem is a generalizat ion of the con-
dition 2) of Lemma, 3.4 because every locally finite family is closure-preserving. 
Thus it might be interest ing to know whether the condit ion "Every closure-
preserving cellular family is finite" defines a new class of spaces between the 
countably 5-closed spaces and the feebly compact spaces . 
Recall tha t a space (X, r) is called a P-space if every G^-set is open . Note 
that if X is an uncountab le set endowed with t he co-countable topology r, then 
(X. T) is a countably 5-closed P-space . There is an interest ing character izat ion 
of countably 5-closed P-spaces which seems to be worth ment ioning. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 3 .7 . A P-space: (Ar, T ) is countably S-closed if and only if 
< cci'y dense subspacc is feebly compact. 
P r o o f . Let (X. r) be countably 5-closed and let D C X be dense. If 
{(',, : // G u/j- C T is a cover of D, then U i c l ^ r n : n £ CJ} 1S closed and 
thus equal to X . Hence there exists rn G LU such t h a t X — cl U\ U • • • U cl Uin . 
Consequently. ( / . ) . T F)) is feebly compac t . To prove the converse1, let {F„ : 
/; -: u.'} be a regular dosed cover of ( A , T ) . Then U l m f 7U : n - ~ } iS dense 
and. by assumpt ion, feebly compact . This clearly implies tha t ( A . T ) is covered 
by iinholy many Fn.. i.e. ( A ' . T ) is countably 5-closed. G 
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R e m a r k 3.8. Closing this section, we briefly discuss countably S-closed 
spaces in relationship to first count ability and second count ability. It is well-
known that every first countable, e.d. Hausdorff space is discrete (see 111; 
p. 301]), and thus every first countable, e.d., countably S-closed Hausdorff 
space has to be finite. Moreover, since every second countable Hausdorff space is 
km-perfect, it followrs by Theorem 3.2 and the preceding observation that every 
second countable, countably S-closed Hausdorff space is finite. This result is 
false, however, in the absence of Hausdorffness since the space obtained by tak-
ing the cofinite topology on a countably infinite set is obviously non-Hausdorff. 
secorrd countable and countably S-closed. 
4. Examples 
E x a m p l e 4.1. Let X = fluj — {p}, where p G 3uJ — -JJ . It is well known 
(see e.g. [11; p. 301]) that X is countably compact, and hence feebly compact, 
but not compact. Since X is e.d., X is countably S-closed. However. X fails 
to be S-closed since a regular S-closed space is compact. 
E x a m p 1 e 4.2 . Let (V, a) be a space such that V — {/;} is a countably 
S-closed subspace for some non-isolated point p £ V. Let \\ and V_> denote 
two disjoint copies of V — {p}. For any subset A C V we will denote t he 
corresponding subsets of Vi and V2 by Ay and A2 , respectively. Now let X = 
Vi U V2 U {p}. We define a topology r on X in the following way. For any 
x £ X, if x £ Vi (x £ V2 , respectively), then the basic open neighbourhoods of 
x irr (X, r ) are of the form V\ (V2 , respectively), where V is an open subse: 
of V — {p} . For every open neighbourhood W of p in (Y.a). a basic open 
neighbourhood of p in (X, r ) is {p}U (W — {p}) U (IV — {p})., • It is easy to see 
that both Vi and V2 are regular open subsets of (X,T) and homeomorphic to 
V — {p} . By Lemma 2.3, (X.T) is countably S-closed but not e.d. since neither 
Vi nor V2 are closed in ( X r).» 
In particular, if (V, a) is 3uj , then the resulting space is a compact, countably 
5-closed Hausdorff space which is not 5-closed since it fails to be e.d. 
E x a m p l e 4.3. Here we present some familiar spaces which are feebly 
compact but not countably S-closed. 
i) Isbell's space *& ([2; p. 79]) is a locally compact, feebly compact, per fee*. 
Hausdorff* space hence also completely regular. It is also first countable and thu> 
cannot be countably S-closed by Corollary 2.5. 
ii) uj{ , the space of all countable ordinals with the order topology is regular. 
first countable and countably compact, thus feebly compact. By Corollary 2.o. 
uj\ is not countably S-closed. 
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iii) Let D be an infinite set with t he discrete topology . Let (X , r) denote 
the one-point-compactif icat ion of D , where X — D U {a} and a £ D is the 
only non-isolated point of (X, T). T h e n (X, r ) is a compact Hausdorff space, 
hence feebly compact . Let {Dn : n G UJ} be a par t i t ion of D, where each Dn 
is infinite. For each n G UJ , if Fn = D n U {O} , t hen Fn G RC(X,r). Clearly, 
{Fn : n G a;} is a regular closed cover of (X, r ) wi thout a finite subcover. T h u s 
(A\T) is not countably 5-closed. 
{ ( / / , / / ) : n 
K x a m p 1 e 4 .4 . 3UJ X (3UJ is not countably ^-closed. Consider W = 
G UJ} C /3a; x /3a;. It is known t h a t W is a regular open subset 
of 3uj x /3a;. B y Propos i t ion 2.9. i), 3UJ X 0UJ cannot be countably S'-closed since 
W is also an infinite discrete subspace of /3a; x /3a;. 
E x a m p 1 e 4.5 . a;* = (3UJ — UJ is not countably S'-closed. 
Let / : UJ —• [0,1] be a function which m a p s UJ onto the rat ionals of the 
unit interval [0,1] . If 0f: j3uj —> [0,1] denotes the Stone-extension of / , then 
3f is cont inuous and onto . Let g: UJ* —•> [0,1] denote the restr ict ion of 3f to 
jj*. i.e. g = ft flu* > Note t h a t for each irrat ional number t G [0,1] we have 
g l ({ '}) ^ ^- ^ y Corollary 2.5, [0,1] is not countab ly S-closed so there exists 
a regular closed cover {An : n G UJ} of [0,1] wi thou t a finite subcover . Clearly, 
each .4;, is a zero-set in [0,1] , and so each g~
l(An) is a nonempty zero-set in 
uj* . By [10; p . 78], {g~1(An) : n G a;} is a countable regular closed cover of 
to'* . Let. rn G UJ . T h e n there is an i rrat ional number t G [0, 1] — (Ai U • • • U Am) . 
Since g~l({t}) ^ 0 , we have UJ* ^ g'~x (A{) U • • • U g~
1(Am). This proves t h a t 
jj* is not countably S'-closed. 
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t 
The au thors would like to t h a n k the referees for their valuable suggestions. 
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